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OVERVIEW

As part of the 1st annual Dunn Finance Competition teams were required to provide a two-part technical report. Section One of the report includes a financial evaluation of their firm. Section two includes the cash-flow analysis of the project.

A judging panel was organized to score the participant’s reports in two phases. The first phase included an electronic PDF of the full, two-section written report. The second phase is an in-person presentation by the participating university team and an interview with the judging panel.

THANKS SPONSORS!

[Logos of sponsors]

JUDGES

John Corcoran, CICPAC
Caryl Coronis, NBG
Steve Lords, Arizona Pipeline Co.
Gordon Marshall, Tri-City Property Management Services, Inc.
Joel Pennick, JE Dunn Construction Company
Melanie Tucker, JE Dunn Construction Company
TEAMS

Nick Raymond
Melanie Eoff
Rachel Norick

John Perkins
John Killingsworth

John Corcoran
Steve Lords
Taylor Stubbs
Chase Merrill
Travis Eubanks

Hunter Whitten
Jackson Schnell
Jeff Kim
Mark Taylor
In pursuit of building perfection®